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BENDELTA LEADERSHIP 
LUNCH 

By 2020, Public Sector success will be shaped by the capacity 
to truly unleash and harness the discretionary effort and talent 

of people.
Change and disruption are ubiquitous: the imperative to invest 

time and resource in the science of leadership development 
has never been clearer.

This event will shed important light on how organisations will fundamentally change over the next 
decade and how senior executives can best develop their own capacity to lead in this context. 

At this event, Bendelta will share with attendees:
• What true commitment to leadership capability looks like – and how it’s nothing like what 

we’ve accepted up until now.
• Which leadership capabilities will be most mission-critical in the decade ahead.
• Which scientific tools and methods will catalyse the new wave of leadership development.
• Key strategies for building resilience at an individual and an organisational level.

Our remarkable panel includes:

THE DAWN OF A NEW SCIENCE

How to build the most critical 
leadership capabilities for 2020

Friday 2nd March 2018
11:40am - 2:00pm

TREVOR HENDY  
Unchallenged as the greatest Ironman in history, Trevor 
provides his personal experience  of what commitment to 
building world class capability looks like, including harnessing 
mindset and  emotion.

DR NATALIE FERRES 
Author of ‘People Development’, foreshadowing the next 
horizon in leadership  development.

PETER GRESTE  
One of Australia’s best known journalists and former political 
prisoner, providing his personal experience of  resilience, 
another critical capability.

Attend this event with our inspiring panel to learn 
what defines world class leadership performance.

For this event Bendelta is partnering with Pegasus Riding 
for the Disabled. Pegasus has had a significant history 
servicing the ACT community and this year faces financial 
challenges linked to the new disability funding model.

For more information on Pegasus: 
http://www.pegasusact.com.au

Attendance cost is $100 
Pegasus will receive all proceeds.


